Introduction
In this letter we combine results of two topics of the quasi local theory of black holes (BH). The first one is the theory of near horizon geometries (NHG) of extremal BHs [1] [2] [3] . They are exact solutions to Einstein's equations obtained by a naturally defined limit of neighborhoods of extremal (degenerate) Killing horizons. The first examples were derived from the extremal Reissner-Nordström solution and from the extremal Kerr. A larger family of examples (defined modulo an equation, that has to be solved, though) is set by the Kundt's class of solutions to Einstein's equations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The second topic is the recent stationary Black Hole holograph (BHH) [11, 12] . This approach relies on the characteristic Cauchy problem for the electrovacuum Einstein's equations. If the transversal to each other null surfaces are non-expanding, then they become components of a bifurcated Killing horizon. The motivation for the current paper is an observation, that the NHGs also admit bifurcated Killing horizons. That makes them a special case of the BHHs. In the current letter we present a solution to the inverse problem, namely, we find conditions on the BHH data that are necessary and sufficient for the corresponding hologram spacetime to be a NHG. Our result may be considered as the first step in using the BHH construction in a quest for an interesting generalization of the idea of NHG. For simplicity, we will restrict here to 4d spacetimes and the vacuum Einstein's equations.
A BHH data (S, g, ω) is: a compact 2-manifold S (a BHH space) endowed with a metric tensor (a BHH metric tensor)
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where (x A ) = (x 1 , x 2 ) is a local coordinate system at S. Note that this is a geometric version of the original definition [11, 12] . The corresponding hologram is a 4d spacetime in which the 2-space S becomes the intersection between two non-expanding null surfaces (Non-Expanding Horizons [13] [14] [15] ), while g becomes the metric tensor induced in S. The 1-form ω becomes the pullback to S of the rotation 1-form potential of one of the horizons, and, respectively, minus the rotation 1-form potential of the other one pulled back to S. The spacetime geometry is determined via the characteristic Cauchy problem for vacuum Einstein's equations in the causal future and in the past of the intersection S. The BHH theorem states that in this spacetime the non-expanding horizons set a bifurcated Killing horizon. Among all the black hole spacetimes obtained in that way there are also all the NHGs. Indeed, it is known, that each NHG contains a bifurcated Killing horizon [4, 16] . We will find below necessary and sufficient conditions on (S, g, ω) for the corresponding hologram to be a NHG.
The Black Hole Holograph
Given a BHH data (S, g, ω) the hologram spacetime manifold M has the product topology
The coordinates (x A ) defined on S, as well as coordinates u and v defined on the first, and the second factor R, respectively, are naturally extended to the Cartesian product. The surfaces
respectively, are assumed to be null and non-expanding with respect to the resulting spacetime geometry, while S is identified with the surface u = v = 0 in M . According to the standard characteristic Cauchy problem for vacuum Einstein's equations, in the smooth case, the spacetime geometry is determined (up to remaining diffeomeorphisms) in the wedges u ≥ 0, v ≥ 0 and u ≤ 0, v ≤ 0, in some neighborhood of S = N 1 ∩ N 2 , provided that the following conditions hold at the surfaces N 1 and N 2 , and at S, respectively:
• The pullback of the spacetime metric to each of the surfaces N 1 , and N 2 respectively, is the following degenerate metric
• The vectors ℓ = ∂ u , n = ∂ v are future oriented and satisfy
• The pull back to S of the 1-form −n µ ∇ ν ℓ µ is
The BHH theorem [11, 12] states, that the spacetime metric tensor determined by the data admits a Killing vector K, that, using the remaining diffeomorphisms, can be given the form
Therefore, the surfaces N 1 and N 2 form a (non-extremal) bifurcated Killing horizon while the pullback of the 1-form ω ν = −n µ ∇ ν ℓ µ to N 2 is its rotation 1-form potential. In this sense the construction works as a stationary BH holograph: given any 2-dimensional data (S, g, ω) it produces 4-dimensional spacetime in the domain of dependence of the bifurcate Killing horizon, N 1 ∪ N 2 .
NHG from BHH
Suppose now, that a BHH data (S, g, ω) satisfies the following equation
where by ';' we denote the torsion free covariant derivative defined on S by the metric g, and R AB is the Ricci tensor of g. This equation is soluble [4, 17, 18] only when S is either a topological 2-sphere
or a 2-torus
In the latter case, the only solution is
therefore we will be assuming henceforth, that the manifold S is a 2-sphere S 2 . Whenever (9) holds, the hologram metric tensor can be written down explicitly. Indeed, the following metric tensor
is an exact solution of the vacuum Einstein equations [4] that matches the hologram data (5)-(7). Owing to uniqueness (mod diffeomorphisms) in BHH [12] , this is the corresponding BH hologram. Such geometries are called Near Horizon. A remarkable property of this BH hologram (10) is emergence of a second Killing vector field, namely
The surface N 2 is extremal Killing horizon of the Killing vector field L, still being a component of the bifurcated non-extremal horizon of the Killing vector field K. Therefore, our first conclusion is, that every BHH data (S, g, ω) such that the equation (9) is satisfied, defines a NHG with the extremal Killing horizon N 2 .
Flipped NHG BHH data
The gauge freedom we have in setting up the initial data for BHH [12] yields some ambiguity in identifying NHGs. For instance, condition (9) is not necessary as other BHH data may also define a NHG as the hologram spacetime. For example, the following transformation in the space of the holographic data
corresponds to switching of the factors in S × R × R, namely
holds. Hence, every data (S, g, ω) which satisfies the switched equation (9), that is
also defines a NHG, this time with the extremal horizon N 1 .
A general case of NHG from BHH
An analogous gauge freedom explains that the most general form of condition (9) upon which BHH data still gives rise to NHG such that N 2 becomes the extremal Killing horizon comes with the following gauge transformation
where λ : S → R is an arbitrary function (differentiable suitable number of times). It may be obtained by the following coordinate transformation
It follows that every data (S, g, ω) such that there is a function λ : S → S such that
also defines a NHG. This non-linear equation on the unknown function λ can be written as a linear equation on a new nowhere vanishing function
Indeed, that substitution turns the equation (17) 
6. Necessary and sufficient condition on BHH to give rise to NHG with respect to N 2 .
It turns out, that not every BHH data (S 2 , g, ω) admits a solution f to (18) . The solubility conditions are expressed by the following BHH data invariants [13, 19] :
of the 2d metric tensor g, and (ii) the rotation invariant ⋆dω and its scalar potential U , defined by the following equation
where ∆ and ⋆ are the Laplace operator and Hodge star respectively defined on S 2 by the metric g.
The necessary solubility conditions are 1. The complex valued function R + 2i∆U nowhere vanishes, i.e.
R + 2i∆U = 0 for every x ∈ S 2 .
2.
3. The functionf := (R − 2i∆U )
and the 1-formω := ⋆dU.
satisfy equation (18), that is
The meaning of Condition 2 is, that the function (R + 2i∆U ) e 3iU is real valued up to a constant factor. The factor can be absorbed into the potential U .
Notably Conditions 1-3 are also sufficient for the existence of a nowhere vanishing function f satisfying equation (18) . To see this note that such an f can be given as
wheref is a solution to (23), whereas the function B is given as ∆lnB := ⋆d ⋆ ω .
Non-rotating BHH data
An example of a BHH data (S 2 , g, ω), such that our Conditions 1-3 are not satisfied is a non-rotating case when
In this case the equations (23)-(25) imply [13, 19] 0 =ˆS
2 , a condition requiring the vanishing of R throughout S 2 . This, however, leads to a contradiction as a 2-sphere does not admit a flat metric tensor which, in turn, verifies non-existence of non-rotating vacuum NHG [20] .
Summary and outlook
The subset of BHH data that corresponds to NHGs was identified. It was shown that, up to the flips of the horizons, a BHH data (S 2 , g, ω) gives rise to a NHG if and only if Conditions 1-3 hold. A general exact solution to the involved constraints is not known. The found relation between the BHH construction and the NHGs may play significant role in attempting to give suitable generalizations of the concept of NHG. The NHGs are exact solutions to Einstein's equations that at the same time provide the 0th order in a suitable expansion of spacetime metric about an extremal Killing horizon. In the non-extremal case a suitable generalization of the NHGs is not known yet.
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